Abstract. The paper turns an attention to the problems of code generators in advanced CASE tools from the UML class diagram. Authors give a general introduction to code generator types, describes their structure and principles of operation. Three tools are analyzed within the correspondence to their abilities to generate program code from the UML class diagram. They are two modelling tools, namely, Sparx Enterprise Architect and Visual Paradigm, and the programming environment Microsoft Visual Studio .NET. Program code is generated from different fragments of the UML class diagram in all three tools and the obtained code lines are compared with the expected ones based on the model semantics and syntax of the programming language C#. Authors summarize the results of the practical experiments with code generation by stressing different types of errors in the generated code and make conclusion about the directions of the evolution of code generators in the close future.

1 Introduction

Despite high levels of IT technology and IT fields, as such, the development problems that have traditionally attributed to the development of software is still not completely solved. Of course, development time and costs may always want to decrease, but this must be understood that there is still much time that is devoted to routine work. For example, if the insurance system is developed, often the system is designed from the beginning, despite the fact that specificity of the problem domain is not so much changed and why the initial descriptions and components that were created previously could not be reused. Therefore, reusability is still an important theme, because technology is changing much faster than business processes of the problem domain. The first reason, why this problem is not yet solved, is the technological diversity, which in turn has an effect, that every system is over and over again overwritten in a case of the change in the technological architecture. Secondly, even if the problem domain is described using "traditional" CASE tools, it does not solve the problem, because created models is nothing more than documentation, so they are not automatable to be transformed in executable program code.

Even more, further requirements are implemented directly in the code bypassing the system documentation and thus it does not longer meets the actual functionality. Thus, the fundamental problem of software development is a "semantic gap" between
models and programming language, which permits the transformation of the problem
domain description into the executable code.

Unified Modelling Language (UML) [1] was created not only as a system specification
tool, but is positioned also as a mean, which will allow automatically generate
code from UML models. With such a position Object Management Group proclaimed
its new invention, Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [2], in the end of 2001. Just
that it will be possible to generate a software system from the thoroughly developed
model of the problem domain. Since then, it is now already 10 years, and 15 years
since UML was standardized. At that time, a lot of different CASE tools have been
developed, which are advertised as more or less able to generate the program code
from system model. These are both open source tools, and commercial products.
While still not yet heard about a software system that could be developed based only
on principles of MDA.

Inadequate models and lack of the formalization of modelling process is consid-
ered as one of the MDA implementation disincentives [3]. About 100 different tech-
niques, methodologies, approaches, transformation algorithms has been developed in
the last 10 years, which makes it possible to automate the creation of UML class
diagrams, from which the subsequent code generation is defined as it is already
solved the problem. [4] presents an analysis of different approaches to transformation
of the problem domain description into the UML class diagram during last 10 years,
published in four digital libraries – IEEE Xplore, ACM, Science Direct and Springer-
Link. The survey states, that there exist enough different approaches for the genera-
tion of the UML class diagram. So far different solutions are offered for making the
process of the class diagram development more suitable, more formal, or even more
“user-friendly” [3]. Therefore, the authors doubt about the abilities to use class dia-
gram elements for further generation of software components also in [3].

The authors of this paper state to investigate exactly the stage of code generation,
because there are a very few works, which are devoted to deep analysis of code gen-
eration abilities in advanced CASE tools. Eichelberger with colleagues in [5] has
been evaluated current UML modelling tools including the products of all major
players being relevant to industry and academia. The study is meant to provide an
overview of UML modelling tools as well as decision support to potential buyers and
users. One of the evaluated aspects also is the code generation. Several researchers
have been introduced some mechanisms for code generation improvements, like [6]
and [7]. But it is still a fact, that there is no tool, where according to [5] code genera-
tion ability would be evaluated closed to 100%. But authors of [5] themselves admit
that, the main focus of this study is on the availability of the modelling capabilities as
defined in the UML specification. So far the analysis of code generation possibilities
from the UML class diagram using advanced CASE tools is selected as a research
object.

2 General Principles of Code Generators

Code generators and the idea of code generation itself is nothing new during the last
30 years. In fact, currently popular software development environments like Visual
Studio and Eclipse are generating part of the source code thru snippets, templates and other GUI interfaces. Well-known example of code generation are GUI forms and dialog wizards, which in result allow the developer to not think about control coordinates in window or connection between entities (because this part of the code is generated).

Herrington in [8] defines the field of code generation as it is about writing programs that write programs. With today’s complex code-intensive frameworks, such as Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE), Microsoft’s .NET, and Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC), it’s becoming increasingly important that software developers use their skills to build programs which aid developers themselves in building their applications. What can be generated with code generators at all? Basically anything that you can think of as automatable and for which you can describe the structure and define a template. It is possible to generate code structures, skeletons, accessor methods, scripts for database, etc. Also, it is possible to generate classical unit tests, CRUD (create, read, update, delete) operations, so there is no need to hand-code them, as well it is possible to generate documentation and code analysis based on the source code. Furthermore generators can be used to convert one form of information into another representation, for example from text file into HTML form. So as stated above – anything for which the template can be created.

Code generators are divided into two categories: active and passive. The passive code generators are often implemented as wizards, where the configuration parameters are set and the result is generated. These generators are not taking any responsibility on further corrections or maintenance of the generated code. In turn the active code generators are taking the responsibility of the generated code and allow make corrections and regenerate the result, so it is updated.

It is possible to distinguish five different types of active generators, though they are not isolated and distinct to each other, but complement [8]. All of them are schematically described in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code generator</th>
<th>Inline-code expander</th>
<th>Mixed-code generator</th>
<th>Partial-class generator</th>
<th>Tier or layer generator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source code</td>
<td>Source code</td>
<td>Source code</td>
<td>Definition file</td>
<td>Definition file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code munger</td>
<td>Inline code expander</td>
<td>Mixed code generator</td>
<td>Partial code generator</td>
<td>Template</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Source code</td>
<td>Derived class</td>
<td>Derived class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compiler</td>
<td></td>
<td>code</td>
<td>custom code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Code munger (see in Table 1) is the simplest type of the active generators. „Munging“ means transforming something from one form into another form, thus schematically the generator has an input information, then it is processed and the output form is created. This kind of generator can be used to generate documentation, retrieve and collect some specific information or generate some kind of the input
2) An Inline-code expander (see in Table 1) reads the source code and, where it finds the predefined mark-up, it inserts the production code. The difference to code munger is that the output is the same as input, but with corrections - additions. This kind of generator is used to embed SQL code, ASM code or some security code.

3) Mixed-code generator (Table 1) is a combination of the previous two types. The difference is that the generator output can be used as input (modifications are done in the input file), so the result can be regenerated. Similarly to inline-code expander the generator reads the source code and finds the predefined mark-up, but instead of inserting production code, the mixed-code generator replaces area in between the mark-up. This way the mark-up is left in the result (output) and it can be used as input again.

4) The partial-class generator input is definition file (input information) and template files by analysis of the definition file, the template is filled and the output is produced. The template file would contain special mark-up keywords which would be replaced according to the input and thus producing the new output (dependant on input information). The partial-class generator (see in Table 1) is used for generating base structures or base classes which afterwards are manually updated with final functionality. In case of n-tier application the partial class generator could generate part of tier code.

5) Tier or layer generator (see in Table 1) is similar to partial-class generator, except it takes the responsibility to completely generate one tier of an n-tier application. The generated code has enough functionality for working tier or layer, not only base classes. Tier or layer generator can be positioned as a model-driven generator, where the UML model is an input and one or more tiers of the system is an output. Tools for code generation examined in the next section are of this type of code generators.

3 Analysis of Code Generation in Several CASE Tools

The number of modelling tools with an ability to generate program code from different types of the diagram is increasing. Currently, there are as well as powerful commercial products, as equivalent open source analogues. Often there is a problem to choose an appropriate tool, even if it is mentioned in the descriptions of tools that they are model-driven software development tools and are able to generate program code.

The authors of this paper made a research of system modelling tools with the aim to identify which programming languages are supported for which code generation. The results of [9] shows, that the number of declared programming language is large enough. However, the answer on the question, whether modelling tools are able to generate high-quality programming code, is the goal of this article.
3.1 Experiments with Code Generation from the Fragment of the UML Class Diagram

Three tools are chosen and used for the experiments. They are Sparx Enterprise Architect and Visual Paradigm for UML, which seems to have wider spectrum of abilities to support different programming languages [9], and thus possibly better built-in code generator. Both of these tools are mainly recognized as UML modelling tools with a capability to generate program code, compared to Visual Studio, which is a development environment. In author’s opinion a tool which is a development environment could have more support for required modelling structures from the code perspective, as well as better algorithms for code generation from the models. Given that the latest Visual Studio 2010 have ability to design UML diagrams and generate program code, it was chosen as a third tool.

The input for code generator is a fragment of the UML class diagram. The output or a target programming language is C#. For code generator testing, the black-box testing strategy is chosen, that means we provide the input and analyse the output. The input model is created based on the knowledge of the notation of UML elements and its semantics (from UML specifications) and on the other hand, the knowledge about C# rules and its syntax. The sum of this allows create a kind of a UML class diagram test models [10] for examining the code generator by checking the generated source code correspondence with model notation semantics and appropriate syntax of programming language. In parallel with the test model [10] the expected source code file is created. The generated result is compared to the expected result, which allows to determine whether the generated source code corresponds to the model semantics. The comparison allows reveal the information loss and noncompliance with syntax rules.

For demonstration purposes we will describe and illustrate code generation results from an abstract class and its derived class. Based on the purpose, definition and programming language C# rules of an abstract class, the rules – requirements defined in Table 2 should be applied.

Table 2. Rules and test model for definition of an abstract class in UML.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Test Model for an Abstract Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. If class contains at least one abstract method, then it must be marked as `abstract` | AbstractClass
| 2. A non-abstract class that is derived from an abstract class must include implementations of all inherited abstract methods, using `override` keyword. | ImplClass
| 3. Because an abstract method must be overridden in the derived class, it must not be `private`; | ImplClass
| 4. Because an abstract method has no method body, then method declaration ends with semicolon (must not end with curly braces), unless it is an accessor method; | ImplClass
| 5. While overriding an abstract method, the access modifier must be same as for the overridden base method, e.g. if it is `public`, then in the derived class it can not be `protected`, because it must be `public`; | ImplClass
| 6. It is an error to use the `static`, `virtual`, `sealed` or `new` modifiers along with `abstract` keyword. | ImplClass
To test the knowledge of code generator on C# rules, each of the mentioned statements (rules) is created in model in an inverse form. For example, if class contains at least one abstract method, then it must be marked as `abstract`, in the model we define an abstract method `publicAbstract`, but we don’t mark the class as `abstract`. As a result we expect, that the code generator will be smart enough and by knowing this rule, will automatically mark the class as `abstract`.

Since the experimental model (see left column of Table 3) contains erroneous structures, it is fine in case a tool doesn’t allow to create such structure. Because that means that the tool is checking the correctness of the model, and that may result into more precise source code. Unless the restriction is related to missing notation (feature), which means the generated source code will not contain required structure at all (because there is no way to define it). The expected source code is shown in the right column of the Table 3. By compiling the generated source code and comparing it with the expected one, the results are classified into the following categories: Compilation error, Execution error, Information loss, Missing notation, Different and Correct.

Table 3. Fragment of experimental model defined in the investigated tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition of the abstract class by the UML class diagram</th>
<th>Expected source code for an abstract class test model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image-url" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>using System;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbstractClass</td>
<td>public abstract class AbstractClass {</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| <<Property>> #abstractGetSet : string = "initial string";
|   public abstract string AbstractGetSet {               |
|     get;
|     set;                                                |
|   }                                                     |
| public abstract void publicAbstract();                  |
| public abstract void PrivateAbstract();                  |
| public abstract void PublicStaticAbstract();             |
| }                                                        |
| public class ImplClass : AbstractClass {                 |
|   public override string AbstractGetSet {                |
|     get {                                               |
|       return abstractGetSet;                            |
|     }                                                  |
|     set {                                              |
|       abstractGetSet = value;                           |
|     }                                                  |
|   }                                                     |
|   public override void PublicStaticAbstract() {          |
|     throw new System.NotImplementedException();         |
|   }                                                     |
|   public override void PrivateAbstract() {               |
|     throw new System.NotImplementedException();         |
|   }                                                     |
|   public override void PublicAbstract() {                |
|     throw new System.NotImplementedException();         |
| }                                                        |

The analysis of the generated source code for an abstract class test model is shown in Table 4. The analysis of the results defined in terms of numbers of error’s categories shows that the Enterprise Architect has the worst result, only one of six tests is correct (five are defined as containing compilation errors). Visual-Paradigm has es-
sentially different result, only one of six tests is failed. The third tool – Visual Studio, didn’t meet our expectations, generated source code contains four compilation errors, one information loss and one correct result.

Table 4. Code generation result in each of the tools (error keywords are underlined).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Result category and comment</th>
<th>Transformation result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>Correct – class marked as <code>abstract</code></td>
<td><code>public abstract class AbstractClass</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>Compilation error – missing <code>abstract</code></td>
<td><code>public class AbstractClass</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS</td>
<td>Correct – class marked as <code>abstract</code></td>
<td><code>public abstract class AbstractClass</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class contains an abstract method with <code>private</code> access</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| VP    | Correct – automatically converted into `public` access, same in derived class | `public abstract void PrivateAbstract();`  
`public override void PrivateAbstract()` |
| EA    | Compilation error – `private` access is left in abstract class and in derived class | `private abstract void privateAbstract();`  
`private override void privateAbstract()` |
| VS    | Compilation error – `private` access if left in abstract class and in derived class, missing `override` in derived class method | `private abstract void privateAbstract();`  
`private void privateAbstract()` |
|       | Class contains an abstract method with `static` modifier | |
| VP    | Correct/Compilation error – automatically removed `static` modifier in abstract class, but not in derived class | `public abstract void PublicStaticAbstract();`  
`protected static override void PublicStaticAbstract()` |
| EA    | Compilation error – `static` modifier is left in abstract class and in derived class | `public abstract static void publicStaticAbstract();`  
`protected static override void publicStaticAbstract()` |
| VS    | Compilation error – `static` modifier is left in abstract class and in derived class, missing `override` in derived class method | `public static abstract void publicStaticAbstract();`  
`protected static void publicStaticAbstract()` |
|       | Class contains `protected` attribute with abstract accessors (get-set method) | |
| VP    | Different – abstract class doesn’t contain `protected` attribute, only abstract accessor method, instead attribute appears in derived class with `private` access | `//abstract class`  
`public abstract string AbstractGetSet {`  
`    get; set; }`  
`//derived class`  
`private string abstractGetSet = "initial string";`  
`public override string AbstractGetSet {`  
`    get {`  
`        return abstractGetSet;`  
`    }`  
`    set {`  
`        abstractGetSet = value;`  
`    }`  
`}` |
Table 4. Code generation result in each of the tools (error keywords are underlined). (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Result category and comment</th>
<th>Transformation result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| EA   | Correct – class contains **protected** attribute and **abstract** accessor method; derived class overrides the accessor method | ```cpp
//abstract class
protected string abstractGetSet = "initial string";
public abstract string AbstractGetSet {
get;
set;
}
//derived class
public override string AbstractGetSet {
get{
    return abstractGetSet;
}
set{
    abstractGetSet = value;
}
``` |
| VS   | Information loss – missing default value for an attribute, and accessor method is marked as **virtual** not **abstract**, thus it didn’t appear in derived class | ```cpp
//abstract class
protected virtual string abstractGetSet {
get;
set;
}
//derived class doesn’t override the method, because it is virtual |
| VP   | Correct – method is overridden in derived class | ```cpp
public override void PublicAbstract() {
    throw new System.Exception("Not implemented");
}
``` |
| EA   | Compilation error – method is missing in derived class | ```cpp
//method is not overridden in derived class |
| VS   | Compilation error – method is missing in derived class | ```cpp
//method is not overridden in derived class |
| VP   | Class contains an abstract method, but it isn’t defined in derived class | ```cpp
public override void PublicAbstract() {
    throw new System.Exception("Not implemented");
}
``` |
| EA   | Compilation error – method access is not converted into **public** | ```cpp
protected static override void PublicStaticAbstract() {
}
``` |
| VS   | Compilation error – method access is not converted into **public**, missing **override** in derived class method | ```cpp
protected static void PublicStaticAbstract() {
``` |

### 3.2 Summarization of Results of Experiments with Code Generation in the Investigated Tools

Overall, the experimental models contain more than 60 tests. The transformation results (generated construction) were classified into the following categories:

- **Compilation error** – generated construction doesn’t compile;
- **Execution error** – construction contain potential error or unexpected behaviour;
• Information loss – generated code doesn’t correspond to the model semantics;
• Missing notation – unable to express desired semantic in the model;
• Different – alternative to expected result, it compiles and doesn’t contain error;
• Correct – construction match to the expected code.

The authors have been making experiments for the following programming structures/UML notation: access modifiers (private, protected, internal); class modifiers (abstract, sealed, static); method modifiers (static, new, override, abstract); method parameter modifiers (params, ref, out); accessor methods; multiplicity; default values; read-only and derived values; constructors; destructors; stereotypes: constant, event, property; active class; constraints: ordered, unique, redefines; naming conventions and keyword usage; namespace scope; tag-values: precondition, postcondition, etc.

In many tests the investigated tools show different results. And it is not like one tool always demonstrates better result than other. There are tests, where it shows correct result, but other fails and vice versa. The analysis of the transformation result shows that the quality of the generated source code is very low (in our experiments). The overall statistics is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Transformation result statistics grouped by categories for each tool.](image)

The experimental models contain 69 tests in regard to class element, attributes and methods – the core element in UML class diagram. The missing notation category was added (to the list of categories) because of the Visual Studio, originally the experiments were done with SPARX EA [10] and Visual Paradigm [11], and only later tested with Visual Studio. Because it was not possible to provide tagged values and constraints, these tests resulted into missing notation. Finally only 14%/18%/18% of the tests are correct. Taking into account, that these tests didn’t include all possible elements of the UML class diagram, like, various relationship elements, the obtained results can be still considered as one of the main reasons why the class diagrams and code generation from models are not widely applied in the IT industry.

4 Conclusions

Currently, implementation forces of the main MDA statements are turned to increasing of the level of abstraction, namely, the formalization of system modelling process so as it will allow to build the system model as much as possible correct and consistent with further generating the program code from it. For this research the authors chose the lower end of the MDA implementation chain, which is an analysis of the
code generation, as the main hypothesis of this research is that the failures in code
generation is the main stumbling block.

The reason for such results which showed an analysis of three code generation
tools is the primitivism of the transformations. In most cases, the code generator is
limited to the usage of a simple notation keyword transfer into the program code,
without additional analysis of the construction correctness and making any adjust-
ments. The information loss and incompleteness of the generated source code is evi-
dence about lack of knowledge of UML semantics and programming language rules
in the transformation algorithms. Although it is possible to change the transformation
templates, it doesn’t solve the problem completely, because of limitation to local
scope. For example, it doesn’t solve the problem for transformations where the result
depends on the context, i.e. another structure. Thus, the templates can solve local
problems which can be written in „if-then” form. Still the problematic aspects of the
template-based solution are as follows:

• Template workflow is based on: „if-then” blocks, which execute another template,
  and variables, which can store some temporal value. Despite to make some converta-
tions, the built-in functions should be used, thus the functionality is limited;
• Templates are working in a „local scope” mode and because of each part of the
class is processed by a separate template, i.e. class, attribute, operation has its own
  template, and thus its own scope (e.g. in SPARX Enterprise Architect), it is difficult
to pass some values between templates or access other structures in the context.

Problems that have to be solved in transformation process from platform-specific
model to programming language source code are: meaning of notation and its seman-
tics, meaning of keywords and their usage in context, information control and ad-
justments as well as support for programming language libraries from different ver-
sions of language. The authors assume that the evolution of modelling tools and
transformation frameworks will turn forward the evolution of the dictionary for MDA
support for each target platform programming language in order to provide additional
structural and functional standards of abstraction and templates. The research results
highlight the current problems of model transformation, so that it can serve as a rec-
ommendation set to upgrade modern code generators. While in the future to solve the
task of complete generation of system functionality we have to think about fundament-
ally different architecture of code generators and code generation process itself.
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